
Don't miss out on the opportunity to 
revolutionize your business with qBotica's 
Platinum Partnership with UiPath.
Contact us today for a free consultation!

Why Work with qBotica?

What Our Clients Say:

“

1. Expertise and Experience: qBotica is a leading automation solutions provider with years of 
experience in delivering cutting-edge automation solutions across various industries. Our team of 
skilled professionals is well-versed in UiPath's platform, ensuring top-notch service and results.

With qBotica’s help and by leveraging Document Understanding, AI Center, Action Center, 
and other advanced components in UiPath such as Computer Vision, there's been a 
tremendous amount of effort saved in building the necessary features from scratch to 
help enable intelligent document processing and seamless human-robot collaboration.”
- D.S. Suresh Kumar, Chief Transformation Officer,  Expion Health

3. Unparalleled Support: At qBotica, we believe in providing continuous support to our clients. Our 
dedicated team will be there every step of the way, from conceptualizing automation strategies to 
implementation and beyond, ensuring you achieve automation excellence.

2. Platinum Partnership with UiPath: qBotica proudly holds the prestigious Platinum Partnership with 
UiPath. This means we have a close and exclusive relationship with UiPath, allowing us access to the 
latest tools, training, and support, ultimately benefiting our clients.

Unlock Automation Excellence with

qBotica's Platinum Partnership with UiPath!

4. Cost-Effective Solutions: Our expertise and partnership with UiPath enable us to design highly 
efficient and cost-effective automation solutions tailored to your business needs. By automating 
repetitive tasks, your company can save time and resources, leading to increased productivity.

5. Robust Security Measures: We understand the importance of data security. qBotica implements 
robust security measures to ensure your sensitive information remains safe throughout the 
automation process.

6. Scalable Solutions:  Whether you are a small startup or a large enterprise, our automation solutions 
are designed to scale with your business. As your needs evolve, we'll adapt and optimize the 
automation processes accordingly.
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